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WHEN IT’S CANCER. . .

Cancer can be life threatening. So
if you or someone you love has
cancer, you’ll want the knowledge,

research, and hope of South Florida’s
only university-based cancer center and
the region’s only facility conducting 150
clinical trials.

Armed with more than $30 million in
research grants, UM/Sylvester’s physi-
cians and scientists – all faculty of the
University of Miami School of Medicine –
apply breakthrough discoveries from the
laboratory to patients in need. That’s
what university-based care is all about.

So when it’s cancer call UM/Sylvester: 
305-243-1000 or 1-800-545-2292.

Miami:  North of SR 836, west of I-95
Deerfield Beach: West of I-95 at
S.W. 10th St.

Give Me 
Universi ty-Based Care

GIVE ME KNOWLEDGE
GIVE ME RESEARCH
GIVE ME HOPE 
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under way since last fall.”

The building also will

house a new 60,000-square-

foot wellness center atop a

parking garage for 1,425 cars.

The sights and sounds of

construction will be familiar

because additional projects are

New Vice President Is Building Upon Success

The opportunity to con-
tribute to the growth of an

important, complicated institu-
tion lured John Deeley from
New York to the University of
Miami School of Medicine
this winter. As the new vice
president for administration,
operations, and planning,
Deeley brings more than
25 years of experience in
academic medicine to
the medical school.

“I’m proud to be
part of the team that

WORK BEGINS ON RESEARCH AND WELLNESS CENTER

Tower of Power

The School of Medicine’s

new clinical research

building and wellness center is

officially under way, promising

330,000 square feet of new

research space. The ground-

breaking for the facility was

hosted by President Donna E.

Shalala and John G. Clarkson,

M.D. ’68, senior vice president

for medical affairs and dean of

the School of Medicine, with

200 civic leaders, donors, and

alumni present.

Guests were welcomed to

the site on Northwest 14th

Street by the Jaclyn Lisenby

Trio from the Phillip and

Patricia Frost School of Music,

then serenaded by children

from the Debbie School with

“If You’re Happy and You Know

It Clap Your Hands.” The

Debbie School kids represented

pediatrics, one of the research

areas that will be housed in the

new building. Others include

family and behavioral issues,

aging, epidemiology, and inter-

disciplinary research from

around the campus.

And while President

Shalala, Dean Clarkson, and

Board of Trustees Vice Chair

Dean Colson broke ground

during the ceremony, they were

surrounded by an already

active work site.

“Construction is well under

way,” said Ronald Bogue, assis-

tant vice president of facilities

planning for the School of

Medicine.“Completion date is

estimated to be spring of 2006,

but we’ve actually had work

Verbatim
“Everyone knows
about bacteria,
and fungus,
and viruses, but
prions are still 
a remarkable
concept.”

Carol Petito, M.D., profes-

sor of pathology, in The

Miami Herald.

Breaking new ground are, left to right, Michael Gordon, M.D., Tracie Miller,

M.D., Dean Colson, Carl Eisdorfer, Ph.D., M.D., President Donna E. Shalala,

Sebastian the Ibis, Jose Szapocznik, Ph.D., and Dean John G. Clarkson.

NEW MRI TOOLS IMPROVE ACCURACY OF DIAGNOSIS

Seeing the Difference

One of the big problems with orthope-

dic injuries is that the damage is

sometimes very small. But if it’s your knee

that’s hurting, you just want it diagnosed

and treated. That’s where two powerful new

tools at the Magnetic Resonance Center

come in.

“This is twice as powerful as every-

thing else in town,” says Paul Clifford, M.D.,

chief of musculoskeletal radiology at the

School of Medicine, about the Siemens

Magneton “Trio” MRI system.“It’s uniquely

suited for cartilage imaging and is much

more precise. We can see smaller tears,

smaller injuries.”

The Trio system just went online. It

joins Siemens’s powerful new Sonata MRI,

which is specially configured for neurologi-

cal and cardiovascular imaging.

“When a patient has had a heart attack

and you’re trying to figure out what tissue

is alive, the Sonata MRI helps to make that

determination,” says Joaquin Jimenez,

M.D., a cardiologist at

the School of

Medicine.“The MRI

can tell you whether

you can do a bypass,

and it can identify

myocardial infarction.

It’s at least as good as

a positron emission

tomography scan but

with no radiation, and

it is an easier process.

“This has

tremendous anatomi-

cal detail and it’s real-time,” adds Jimenez.

“You can see the heart beating.”

The Sonata also allows crystal-clear

vascular imaging, with much higher resolu-

tion images in full color.

Both new MRI systems are “short

bore,” meaning they don’t have the long

tunnels of traditional MRIs. And the

Department of Radiology offers expert

diagnosis by radiologists trained in every

subspecialty.

Both new MR systems can scan any-

where in the body to diagnose everything

from sports injuries to cancer.

“We can image smaller slices of the

affected area,” says Steven Falcone, M.D.,

medical director of MR Services.“So we can

detect damage and disease much earlier.”

Jose Rodriguez, registered technician, reviews MR images. From sports

injuries to cardiovascular disease to cancer, medical diagnosis gets a

boost from two powerful new MRI systems at the School of Medicine

that capture images in remarkable detail.

New Patient Safety Center Leads Statewide Initiative

word out to the public. Researchers culled their
information from public meetings, 12 focus
groups held in Miami, Tallahassee, Gainesville,
Orlando, Jacksonville, and Tampa, and a mass 
e-mail distribution to 140,000 people.

A second study of existing patient safety sys-
tems resulted in the recommendation that the

state create and endow a Florida Patient Safety
Authority and test a system for voluntarily

reporting “near miss” incidents. The researchers
also encouraged the establishment of electronic
medical records and computerized physician
orders.

The studies are part of an effort by state
lawmakers to address the crisis of rising medical
malpractice premiums while trying to improve
patient safety. Fewer medical errors will ultimate-
ly reduce malpractice claims.

poised to begin.“We’re moving

forward with the initial pro-

gramming for a new wet lab

building and an adjoining

bioresearch building as the next

step,” said Bogue.“Hopefully

these buildings will start going

up within 12 months.”

supports the mission of the
school, the goals of the dean,

and the pursuits of the fac-
ulty,” says Deeley, who

most recently was
vice dean for

administration at
the New York

University
School of
Medicine.
“Discovery

happens at all
levels. Being
involved in it

gets me up in the morning and
keeps me moving.”

Moving the school forward is
critical, Deely says, because it
will enable the school to keep
attracting the best people. “If
you can show that you’re on a
growth curve, that you’re taking
some risks, that you’re going to
build it, then they will come,”
Deeley says. “You have to raise a
lot of money to do that.”

This vision for growth comes
at a time of significant financial
challenge for the University. “It

was clear we needed additional
business expertise to help,” says
John G. Clarkson, M.D. ’68,
senior vice president for med-
ical affairs and dean of the
School of Medicine. The school
offered Deely the position,
Clarkson says, because “in
tough situations he’s made a
huge difference.”

At NYU Deeley developed a
ten-year plan to grow while
eliminating a huge budget
deficit. Before that, he spent
20 years at Harvard Medical
School focusing on finance and
business. Ph
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The University of Miami/Jackson Memorial
Hospital Center for Patient Safety has com-

pleted two statewide safety studies and deliv-
ered full reports to lawmakers in
Tallahassee. The center was selected
by the Florida
Agency for Health
Care Administration
(AHCA) to lead a
statewide university
consortium conduct-
ing the research.

The main finding of
the consumer study:
When it comes to making decisions about health
care and choosing a hospital, Floridians see a big
need for a comprehensive statewide effort to
measure the quality of health care and get that
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Alumni Participate in Annual Rite of Passage 

an initiative to bring medical

care to Haiti. The dignitaries

got a close-up look

at medical partner-

ships that are sav-

ing lives and making a

difference in world health.

The first stop was Zanmi
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HAZELDEN FOUNDATION HONORS LIDDLE FOR ADDICTION RESEARCH

Family-Focused Therapy

Howard Liddle, Ed.D., professor of epi-

demiology and public health and

director of the Center for Treatment

Research on Adolescent Drug Abuse, has

received the 2003 Dan Anderson Research

Award from the Hazelden Foundation.

Liddle was honored for his rigorous study

documenting the effectiveness of a strong

family-based approach to treating young

people with substance abuse problems

compared to approaches with less family

involvement. The Hazelden Foundation is

an internationally known nonprofit organi-

zation dedicated to research and treatment

services for addiction.

Liddle’s treatment model, called “multi-

dimensional family

therapy,” also was

recognized by the

National Institute of

Drug Abuse with a

$3.5 million grant.

The therapy model

will be used as part

of the ongoing

Criminal Justice

Drug Abuse

Treatment Studies, a

national effort to find

new ways to stop habit-

ual drug use among teenagers. Investigators

from around the nation will collaborate on

Menopause Study to Determine Benefits of Soy

The loss of estrogens after meno-
pause is considered to be the main

cause of bone deterioration and osteo-
porosis, a disease that afflicts nearly
eight million women in the United
States. Preliminary studies show promise
that soy supplements may help minimize
bone loss. The Osteoporosis Center at the
School of Medicine was awarded a five-
year, $3 million grant from the National
Institutes of Health for the SPARE Study,
which stands for Soy Phytoestrogens As
Replacement Estrogen.

“About half of the more than 40 mil-
lion menopausal women in the U.S. at

one point have tried using plant-derived
estrogens, such as those found in soy prod-
ucts, for menopausal symptoms,” says
Silvina Levis, M.D., director of the Osteo-
porosis Center and principal investigator of
the study. “There have been no definitive
long-term studies showing that these
products can prevent bone loss and ease
menopausal symptoms, and that’s what
the SPARE Study will determine.”

Participants must make a two-year
commitment to the double-blind placebo
controlled study, and they will receive
either a soy supplement in tablet form or a
placebo. They also will get mammograms,

bone-density tests, and blood tests to
check hormone and cholesterol levels.
To be eligible, participants must be 45 to
58 years old and in the
first five years of
menopause.

The study is spon-
sored by the National
Institute of Arthritis,
Musculoskeletal and
Skin Diseases and
the Office of
Women’s
Health of
the NIH.

This was the fourth year for the School of Medicine’s annual Freshman Pinning
Ceremony, but the tradition keeps evolving. For the first time, the pinning ceremony

corresponded with alumni weekend.
“We draw two things together with the pinning ceremony,” says Mark O’Connell,

M.D., senior associate dean for medical education.
“We say welcome to the medical profession and 
tie in the alumni and what it means to enter into
the UM family.”

Norman Kenyon, M.D. ’56, president of the
School of Medicine’s first class, was this year’s
keynote speaker. Also honored was Scott Jaben, M.D.
’77, who has endowed a guest speaker program for
the pinning ceremony beginning next year.

Only School of Medicine graduates can 
wear the pin, designed by students with a DNA
molecule, a caduceus, the University of Miami’s
orange and green “U,” and a glowing sun—
representing the school’s research, clinical care,

education, and commitment to the community.
“I was in the first class, so I was pinned as a freshman,” says Rachel Dawkins, student

government president. “So it’s kind of neat that now we get to be upperclassmen pin-
ning the freshmen. It ties me to the school and gives me a symbol of it as well.”

Verbatim
“There’s a large number 
of patients for which there
really is no approved 
treatment. It really means
that Macugen might be the
first treatment with the
potential to help all patients
with the wet form of
macular degeneration.”
Carmen Puliafito, M.D., chairman of

ophthalmology and director of Bascom

Palmer Eye Institute, in The New 

York Times.

Fourth year medical student Diana

Cardona (left) pins first year medical

student Judith Sequeira.

The nine-year effort by the

School of Medicine to

bring desperately needed

health care to Haiti recently

received some special atten-

tion. In an unprecedented

visit by the senior leader-

ship of the University,

President Donna E. Shalala,

School of Medicine Dean

and Senior Vice President 

for Medical Affairs John G.

Clarkson, M.D. ’68, and

School of Nursing Dean

Nilda Peragallo joined repre-

sentatives of The Green Family

Foundation and Project

Medishare on a two-day visit to

the troubled nation. The Green

Family Foundation and Project

Medishare are collaborators

with the School of Medicine in

Lasante, a medical complex

built in Cange by Paul Farmer,

M.D., of Harvard Medical

School and founder of Partners

in Health. Zanmi Lasante rep-

resents a model for collabora-

tion between a charity, Partners

in Health, and a U.S. medical

school. The complex includes a

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE PARTNERS TO AID HAITI

Bridge of Hope

Silvina Levis, M.D.

medical clinic and a hospital

that provide more than 1,000

patients daily with free or

almost free medical care.

About one hour from

Cange is Thomonde, site of the

partnership involv-

ing the School of

Medicine, Project

Medishare, and 

The Green Family

Foundation. Before

Medishare came to

Thomonde, resi-

dents would

have to walk to

Cange, which is

about ten miles

away on the

other side of a

mountain range. Partners in

Health helped staff the clinic

full time and provided an

ambulance for patients to make

the trip when they needed to

be hospitalized in Cange.

President Donna E. Shalala, School of Medicine Dean John

G. Clarkson, M.D., and School of Nursing Dean Nilda Peragallo

joined representatives of The Green Family Foundation and Project

Medishare on a visit to the medical clinics that are saving lives in Haiti.

community-based studies of both drug

abuse and juvenile justice, so that if a pro-

gram shows promise in one city it quickly

can be expanded

nationwide.

Liddle and

researchers at nine

other institutions

from New York to

California were

selected because of

the drug intervention

successes they’ve

achieved. Only two

institutions focus on

youth: the National

Research Develop-

ment Institute in New

York and the University of Miami.

Liddle calls his work multidimensional

family therapy because therapists involve

many people in the intervention process—

including relatives, juvenile court officials,

and peers—and then they target different

aspects of the teen’s life, creating satisfying

alternatives to a drug-using lifestyle.
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one of our highest priorities. Families have

a right to expect the highest level of care

for their children. Our partnership facili-

tates reaching that outcome.

Relationships are key for achieving

excellence. The superb quality of our fac-

ulty is what has made us great. We will

continue to recruit stunning new pediatric

investigators and create new interdiscipli-

nary programs. We are positioned to

translate and implement novel scientific

advances into better clinical care and prac-

tice resulting in improved child health. We

will deliver the care with scientific rigor

while continuing to make cutting-edge

discoveries of major clinical impact that

will leave no child behind.

Steven E. Lipshultz, M.D., is professor and

chairman of the Department of Pediatrics at

the School of Medicine. Photography by

John Zillioux.

treat those disorders. These studies include

biomarker development and drug trials.

A second type looks into treatment out-

comes and epidemiology. By employing

new genetic, imaging, and biomarker tech-

niques, clinical pediatric scientists can strat-

ify patients, classifying them by phenotype

and genotype to determine which therapies

are most likely to be effective and cause the

fewest side effects in a given individual.

In all of these endeavors, our continu-

ing success depends on the closest possible

collaboration between the Department of

Pediatrics and Jackson Memorial Hospital.

Building on this collaboration is to our

mutual benefit. The success of our part-

nership allows our four-pronged approach

of patient care, teaching, advocacy, and

research to flourish. Children are our

greatest resource, our future, a national

treasure, and the best of what our country

stands for. Investing in children should be

abilities, among others. Each year more

than $21 million is spent by members of

our department on pediatric research

through grants and contracts.

Our growing clinical pediatric research

infrastructure, supported by multiple grants

and contracts from the National Institutes

of Health and others, will facilitate the high-

est achievable successes. This infrastructure

includes the new Division of Pediatric

Clinical Research and the NIH-sponsored

Pediatric General Clinical Research Center,

both located within the Batchelor

Children’s Research Institute. Also acceler-

ating our research are the Dr. John T.

Macdonald Foundation Center for Medical

Genetics, the Mailman Center programs in

developmental and behavioral pediatrics,

the NIH-sponsored program in education

in pediatric clinical research, and our con-

tinuing medical education, including the

Masters of Pediatrics seminar, and the

neonatology and nephrology programs.

Our entire infrastructure facilitates the

rapid dissemination and deployment of the

latest research advances to large numbers of

pediatric care providers globally. We also

are recruiting faculty who are experienced

in performing child-oriented research and

enhancing programs to train a new genera-

tion of physician-scientists who answer

important biological questions in children.

The newly created Division of

Pediatric Clinical Research is a central

component of the pediatric research

strategic plan, with the overall goals of

stimulating new and promising areas of

pediatric research and fostering the pursuit

of research excellence. This division facili-

tates the planning, execution, and securing

of necessary resources to allow investiga-

tors to fulfill their dreams. The division

enhances different types of pediatric

research. One type of child-oriented

research that benefits from this division is

translational, moving basic science insights

into the clinical realm and striving to

understand in the most practical terms

why children develop diseases and how to

Spring 2004 • University of Miami Medicine • 7

Our covenant with children is to make

miracles happen through this commitment

to caring, our relentless perseverance to

achieve new discoveries in biomedical

research, and our uncompromising stan-

genetic revolution, focused on the building

of translational bridges to apply basic sci-

ence to human problems that will bring

genomic science to the bedside. This will

result in routinely predicting and preventing

diseases and treating children with highly

potent designer drugs tailored to their own

genes. The only way to discover the limits of

what is possible in pediatric research is to

venture beyond them. As a result, dreams

are frequently becoming reality.

Our department is internationally rec-

ognized for its clinical research activities.

Faculty members have discovered success-

ful preventive strategies and treatments for

DiGeorge syndrome, galactosemia, HIV

infection, sickle cell disease, cancer, prema-

turity, kidney failure, diabetes, cardiomy-

opathy, arrhythmias, respiratory illnesses,

transplant biology, and developmental dis-

dards. In this golden age of discovery,

pediatric researchers are increasing our

knowledge about the fundamental nature

of pediatric diseases. Understanding the

human genome has led to the second

the only way to discover the limits of what is possible
in pediatric research is to venture beyond them and,
as a result, dreams are frequently becoming reality.

Gwendolyn B. Scott, M.D., left, director of the pediatric immunology and infectious diseases division

in the Department of Pediatrics, is known internationally for her work in pediatric HIV/AIDS. Tracie

L. Miller, M.D., director of the pediatric clinical research division in the Department of Pediatrics,

specializes in the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases during childhood.

With an unwavering commitment

to children and their families, the

Department of Pediatrics, led 

by Steven E. Lipshultz, M.D., is

advancing the science of healing

and the art of caring.

BY STEVEN E. LIPSHULTZ, M.D.

excellent outcomes in children’s health depend on clinical care,

education, advocacy, and research. Our Department of

Pediatrics, one of the largest and most preeminent in the nation, and our

associated teaching facility, Jackson Memorial Hospital, champion the

health and well-being of children as the highest priority through dedica-

tion to these four areas. The highly passionate, compassionate, and compe-

tent culture created by our faculty and staff to improve health—one child

at a time—and the daily pursuit of excellence, often in the face of adversity,

inspire children and families to be courageous and have hope and reasons

to believe.
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BY KELLY KAUFHOLD

The next time you mark a birthday, think about this: The fastest-growing 

segment of the world’s population is people older than 85. In the United

States the increase is more than 4 percent a year, and it’s growing as quickly

as 6 percent annually in Western Europe. While that growth is a tremendous salute

to successes in healthy living, it promises to open a floodgate of challenges in health

care. n “We’re really seeing a shortage of geriatricians and a shortage of facilities 

and professional workforce. We should have been training people ten years ago for

this,” says Bernard A. Roos, M.D., director of the Division of Gerontology and

Geriatric Medicine and UM’s Geriatrics Institute, part of the University-wide Center

on Aging. n By “we,” Roos means medical and health care education in general. UM

has had a dedicated geriatrics curriculum since the late 1980s, including rotations

with elderly patients. n “We were, as far as I know, the first medical school in the 

state to mandate studies on aging,” says Carl Eisdorfer, Ph.D., M.D., chair of the

Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences and director of the Center on

Aging and the Memory Disorders Clinic. n The School of Medicine has had a 

third-year clerkship for more than 12 years, and UM’s geriatrics program was ranked

No. 25 in the nation last year by U.S. News & World Report. But Roos, based at the

Miami Veterans Affairs Medical Center’s Geriatric Research, Education, and Clinical

Center, and others thought more needed to be done. n Given the dramatic shortage

of specialists in the discipline, the geriatric training mission has evolved from creating

more geriatricians to weaving geriatrics through all medical and surgical training.

“The educational effort in geriatrics was comprehensive,” says Eisdorfer. “The chairs

of medicine, family medicine, and psychiatry were all involved in this initiative.”

Primary care physicians, orthopedists, cardiologists, and oncologists—medical 

professionals in every specialty—will see an increasingly old and frail patient popu-

lation. These patients will need basic geriatrics competency from every physician

they see, not just specialists in aging.

When medical students hear
the word geriatrics, they tend
to think of elderly people who

live in nursing homes and
require constant care. Several

faculty members who grew up
with grandparents in their

homes and have treated older
patients for years know better

than that. So they tried to
conceive of ways to change
student perceptions about

seniors. With the support of a
new $2 million grant from the

Donald W. Reynolds Foundation,
they are changing the way the

School of Medicine thinks about
education—and not just in

geriatrics.

Lessons
FOR THE AGES
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is: older Americans are now living not only

longer but also better.”

The last critical part of the competen-

cy-based training mission—which the

Donald W. Reynolds Foundation program

team describes as a “sneak attack”—is

aimed at the primary care practitioners

and residents in training. These mentors

have a tremendous influence over medical

students’ attitudes and behaviors. The strat-

egy is to expose them to the instructional

activities used in geriatrics to reinforce stu-

dent learning. But it also helps these non-

geriatricians acquire basic competencies in

caring for the elderly and extend the

knowledge to colleagues. By helping the

student-learner with geriatrics, they’re also

helping themselves and their patients.

Now UM’s experts on aging are work-

ing with senior medical educators and

administrators to make sure the program

succeeds and spreads across the School of

Medicine. They hope their success in

imparting geriatrics competency will

become a model for teaching and learning

in other medical disciplines and other

medical schools.

“Florida’s five medical schools are

working on creating a standardized cur-

riculum of the learning objectives and the

evaluation tools that show mastery in geri-

atrics,” says O’Connell. This Florida

Consortium on Geriatrics Medical

Education will standardize medical skills

and may strengthen grant applications and

research collaboration.

“We want to spread this approach

across the faculty so that they will hold

themselves much more accountable for

specific learning by their students,” says

Roos.“The truth is, I may have learned a

lot in medical school, but the one thing I

didn’t learn is how to teach. I feel like I’m

just now learning how.”

Kelly Kaufhold is a senior media relations

officer and writer in the Office of

Communications at the School of Medicine.

Photography by John Zillioux.

University Web site. We have tutorials, like a

balance and gait assessment. They have a

chance to look at all the components of the

exam, to do some practice exercises.”

The GeriU Web project is headed by

Jorge G. Ruiz, M.D., also the director of the

Geriatric Medicine Fellowship and the VA’s

Home-Based Primary Care Program. The

online preparation sets a minimum-

knowledge baseline for faculty and stu-

dents who can then use their time together

to concentrate on technique instead of ter-

minology. And students who need a

refresher before an exam or a clinical

encounter can revisit the site.

A competency-based learning

approach also provides accurate measures

of student success. Before, when faculty

members asked a student to be familiar

with dementia, the educational goal was

vague. Now the students arrive with specif-

ic knowledge of, for example, the DSM IV

criteria for vascular dementia, a stroke

diagnosis guideline. Van Zuilen explains,

“You can’t measure ‘be familiar with.’”

The UM approach to geriatrics train-

ing is innovative. For instance, the older

patients that the first-year students meet

are typically vibrant and healthy, which

reinforces that most seniors—more than 

90 percent, in fact—are active and inde-

pendent.“It lets you see that just because a

person is older doesn’t mean they don’t

have normal lives,” says Abraham.“But the

training also gets you thinking about the

social recognition of disease, like whether

they can go to the bathroom or get to the

store for their medication.”

Because the training is progressive, by

their fourth year medical students are

much better prepared to deal with all

patients, including the most frail and

dependent elderly in nursing homes.

aculty and staff in the Division

of Gerontology and Geriatric

Medicine don’t define “old” with

numbers. They look at function more than

age—a vertical field of activities rather

than a date on a horizontal timeline. The

critical measure is called “activities of daily

living.”

The first rule of thumb: Can the older

person do all the things she knew how to

do in kindergarten, like bathe, dress,

groom, use the bathroom, and feed herself?

The second is: How well can this older per-

son handle the tasks she learned when she

first lived on her own, like paying bills,

doing laundry, shopping?

“Today the average

80-year-old person is

more functional than the

80-year-old of 20 years

ago. More 80-year-olds

can walk up a flight of

stairs,” explains Roos. As

UM President Donna E.

Shalala wrote in an essay

about aging in The World

Almanac 2003, “The fact

“For example, one of the things you

emphasize with medical students who

want to go into pediatrics is that the

patients’ parents and grandparents are

going to be looking to them for advice,”

says Rose Van Zuilen, Ph.D., research assis-

tant professor in geriatrics. She adds,“In a

multicultural community like Miami, a

child may come in with a grandparent.” In

fact one in three children seen at Jackson

Memorial Hospital’s Jefferson Reaves, Sr.,

Health Center is brought by a grandparent.

“What if grandma is a little confused,

but you’re trying to tell her how Johnny is

supposed to take his medications?” asks

Van Zuilen.“All doctors—even pediatri-

cians—have to have an awareness of com-

mon geriatric problems.”

The Center on Aging team wanted to

spread geriatrics throughout the curricu-

lum, but they also

wanted to make

sure students

were learning.

“The issue is

competence,” says

Roos.“You don’t

want to measure

what you’ve

taught, you 

want to measure what was learned.”

Support from the Donald W. Reynolds

Foundation will make that possible—

specifically, a $2 million, four-year grant for

a novel competency-based approach to

geriatrics training. Competency-based

training is student-centered, focused on

making sure students learn what they need

to learn.“Competency learning says,‘Wait,

if your grade is a little low, let’s do it again,’”

says Mark O’Connell, M.D., senior associ-

ate dean for medical education.“The tradi-

tional curriculum let a calendar define

when it was time to learn something.

Competency-based curriculum

changes that to mastering knowl-

edge in a sequential way.”

Need-to-know skills are

measured throughout the pro-

gram so both students and edu-

cators can identify what they

need to improve. The geriatrics

competency training involves

every UM medical student and

many of the medical staff and

clinical educators. The goal is

not to create geriatricians, but 

to assure that every graduate 

has a minimum competence in

geriatrics.

he Donald W. Reynolds

Foundation, one of the largest

private foundations in the

United States, was created in 1954 by the

late media entrepreneur for whom it is

named. The grant to the School of

Medicine is intended to improve physi-

cians’ knowledge of common geriatric syn-

dromes, including dementia, delirium,

falls, urinary incontinence, and pressure

sores. The UM grant leadership team also

includes Jorge G. Ruiz, M.D., Michael J.

Mintzer, M.D., and Tara Kai, M.A.

Much of the basic learning will occur

during geriatrics rotations throughout the

four years. Students are exposed to caring

for older patients from year one, when they

actually meet some volunteer patients.

“Our first-year medical student population

visits my friends, family, and neighbors—

literally,” says Lisa J. Granville, M.D., for-

mer director of the medical student

longitudinal curriculum in geriatrics and

palliative care and a key architect in the

Donald W. Reynolds Foundation grant

process.“I forewarn them,‘One of you gets

my mother-in-law.’”

Bernard A. Roos, M.D., left,

director of the Division of

Gerontology and Geriatric

Medicine, research

coordinator Aaron

McEntire, center, and

Manfried Glucksman.

Mike Abraham did.“I formed a bond

with her,” says the third-year medical stu-

dent about his experience during visits to

the Miami Jewish Home for the Aged.“You

practice clinical skills, and it’s pretty cool

because they like to see you. They tell you

about their families and how their grand-

son is a doctor.”

That experience hasn’t been universal-

ly embraced by students who don’t always

understand the wisdom of taking time out

from ambitious first-year science to chat

about family with a stranger.“Once you get

out there,” says O’Connell,“you’ll know the

value of this.”

Every medical student has 24 hours of

training in each of the first two years and

required clerkships in years three and

four—all focused on caring for older

patients. It’s far more emphasis on older

patients than programs at most other

medical schools, but faculty members

don’t waste a minute of clinic and class-

room time.

To that end, students routinely spend

time at another “university,” says Van Zuilen.

“We ask them to go online to our Geriatrics

“ALL DOCTORS—even pediatricians—HAVE TO HAVE 
AN AWARENESS OF COMMON GERIATRIC PROBLEMS.”

T
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Third-year medical student Holly Giberson assesses Sara

Sarokin as part of the school’s new competency-based

curriculum in geriatrics.
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Why are we so fat? More than 60 percent of Americans

today are overweight. Some say the current trend started in the late 1970s,

when convenience foods became the norm instead of the exception. Others

blame modern labor-saving devices that help us conserve calories that

really need burning. Whatever the causes, the result is we are eating 

ourselves to death. Along with our super-sized meals come big portions 

of heart disease, diabetes, stroke, and cancer. n One way to improve 

health is to help people exercise, manage stress, and change the way 

they eat. An increasingly popular strategy is the creation of fitness centers

for employees, and the University of Miami School of Medicine is building

its own state-of-the-art facility to encourage wellness in the workplace.

Long a leader in research and cutting-edge

medical treatment, the School of Medicine

will soon lead in prevention as well. The

autumn of 2005 will see the completion of a

60,000-square-foot wellness facility that

will serve the 15,000 employees and

students at the University of Miami School

of Medicine and Jackson Memorial Hospital.

BY RONNIE LONDNER

 



reduction in those

health care costs, it

will recoup close to

$8 million annually.

Better fitness also translates into better

productivity on the job.“We hope our facil-

ity will help with employee absenteeism and

what’s known as ‘presen-

teeism,’ that is people who

show up to work but really

shouldn’t have and are func-

tioning at a suboptimal level,”

says Brian Glaspy, who coor-

dinates wellness program

development.

A personal trainer and competitive

body builder, Glaspy will be involved in

the daily management of the facility, and

he has high hopes for spreading his fitness

philosophy.“Wellness is total health—

mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual,”

he says.“Getting fit helps you in every

aspect of your life. We want to be part of

positive change for people.”

The mandate is to improve the health

of the workforce and students at the

University of Miami School of Medicine

employees with some stage of diabetes;

1,620 employees at risk for medical prob-

lems associated with high blood pressure;

and 3,000 employees at risk for medical

problems related to excess weight. All of

these risk conditions can be prevented or

improved by regular physical activity.

“As one of the most respected research

and medical institutions in the nation, we

must lead by example,” says Jennifer Pinto,

assistant director for employee wellness.

“We are leaders in medicine, and we want

to be leaders in prevention as well.”

Much of the School of Medicine’s

medical, surgical, and pharmacy bill is

related to cardiovascular disease, smoking

cessation, weight management, and dia-

betic or pre-diabetic conditions. If the

University gets as little as a 20 percent

he center—to be located on the top

two floors of the parking garage in

the clinical research building complex on

Northwest 14th Street—will cost about

$14.3 million to build, equip, and set up,

and about $3.2 million a year to run. What

justifies that investment?

“The history of medicine is to spend

money on treatment—not prevention,”

says Richard Iacino, assistant vice presi-

dent for health program development.“As

a society, we spend big bucks on acute

care. Health care premiums are going up

10 to 15 percent a year. This hurts employ-

ers and employees both.”

The University of Miami spends more

than $38 million a year for employee

health care. The vast majority of this

money is spent treating illness; relatively

little is spent on prevention.

“There are decades worth of research

that show we can impact our health with

rigorous fitness programs,” Iacino says.“A

study of more than 300,000 people in

companies like DuPont, General Motors,

and Chevron found that in a well-struc-

tured program where people actually exer-

cised—not just talked about it—the

cost-benefit ratio was 2.15 to 4.6. For every

dollar spent, between two and five dollars

was saved in acute health care plans. But

this isn’t a walk in the park—you have to

sweat to get results.”

Comparing School of Medicine work-

force numbers to health statistics for the

general U.S. population shows the extent of

potential medical problems—many of

which can be prevented. Of the 6,000

employees at the School of Medicine, these

statistics show there are: 420 employees at

risk for serious cardiac problems; 540

and Jackson Memorial Hospital. The well-

ness team hopes at least 7,000 people out

of the pool of 15,000 from the medical

campus will use the facility.

One person who knows she’ll be a 

regular is Mary Bartlett Bunge, Ph.D., a

world-renowned investigator at The

Miami Project to Cure Paralysis. She

spends her days in state-of-

the-art labs conducting

studies on nerve cells that

hold enormous promise for

the eventual regeneration of

the injured spinal cord, and

now she’s eagerly awaiting

the opening of this state-of-

the-art facility.

“I feel very strongly about exercise

playing an important role in maintaining

good health, especially for those of us who

are older,” says Bunge, professor of cell

biology and anatomy, neurological surgery

and neurology, and the Christine E. Lynn

Distinguished Professor of Neuroscience at

The Miami Project.“This facility will pre-

vent illness. Personally, exercise gives me

more energy and definitely helps keep my

weight under control. I’m looking forward

to becoming a member.”

When the center opens, each member
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will get an initial health risk assessment. A

wellness coach will design a program to

meet the member’s goals and help set up

and guide the member through that pro-

gram. There is the potential to use a

sophisticated database system built into

the exercise machines that can monitor—

with the member’s permission—how hard

and how long he or she worked.

According to Iacino, the facility will be

a welcoming, open, and friendly place.“No

exercise tyrants here,” he promises.“We

want to encourage, not discourage people.

We’ll help people team up with exercise

partners if that’s what they’d like, and offer

assistance in every way we can. Or we’ll

respect their privacy and leave them be 

if that’s the way they prefer it. And the

whole area will be completely handicapped

accessible.”

When you first step into the new well-

ness center, there will be a bubbling brook

with soothing sounds and lights to help

stressed-out employees feel their tensions

melt away. For some people, reducing

stress means working out hard with heavy

weights or pounding away to loud music in

a spinning class. For others, it’s relaxing in

the Jacuzzi and attending seminars on

stress reduction. And for still others, it’s a

combination of both.

The wellness facility will be a health

education resource as well. Studies and

practicums will be available for students of

physical therapy, exercise physiology, and

other related fields. The health impact the

facility has on the workforce also will be

tracked and could result in developing

models for other employers to follow.

hether you spin, step, swim,

pump iron, or do yoga,

there will be a variety of

classes, programs, and exercise options at

the Wellness Center. The facility will feature

weight rooms, cardiovascular equipment,

exercise pools, sauna and steam rooms,

lockers and showers, and a spa offering

massage, facials, and other services.

Members can participate in health and

wellness classes, such as stress management

workshops, cooking demonstrations, and

team-building programs. To reward a rig-

orous workout or decompress from stress,

members also will be able to enjoy healthy

refreshments at the juice bar and café.

“We will personalize programs for our

members—ours won’t be a one-size-fits-all

package,” says Pinto, who has degrees in

corporate-based health education, exercise

physiology, and counseling and psycholo-

gy.“We’ll educate and train our staff to

take the time to get to know their clients,

their personalities, their schedules, and

demands on their time. We’ll pull experts

from psychology, nutrition, and other

departments—we have wonderful

resources at our fingertips.”

Pediatric nurse Lilia Diaz, B.S.N., says

personal attention is key.“I hope they will

offer classes on a very basic level and keep

them on that level. Too many classes start

out basic, then get too advanced and dis-

courage people,” says Diaz.“Better to keep

a class basic and let people move on to a

more advanced level when they feel ready,

not when the instructor gets bored.”

As construction gets under way on the

new wellness facility, many details are

being finalized. Membership prices have

not yet been determined, but will be mar-

ket-competitive. Members must be active

employees or students, at least for now.

The facility will accommodate up to 500

members at a time during peak periods in

the morning and evening.

“When the center is complete, it will 

be a premier facility designed to improve

the well-being of our workforce,” says

Iacino.“Healthy people are more produc-

tive on the job and at home, and that’s

what we’re striving for—a positive work-

life balance.”

Ronnie Londner, M.Ed. ’76, is a certified

personal trainer and writes about health

and fitness. Illustration by Jeffrey Pelo.

Photography by John Zillioux.

Jennifer Pinto, assistant director for employee

wellness, is helping to design personalized

fitness programs for future wellness center

members.

“WELLNESS IS TOTAL HEALTH—MENTAL, PHYSICAL, 
EMOTIONAL, AND SPIRITUAL. GETTING FIT HELPS 
YOU IN EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR LIFE. WE WANT 
TO BE PART OF POSITIVE CHANGE FOR PEOPLE.”

School of Medicine professor and Miami Project scientist Mary Bartlett

Bunge, Ph.D., takes a lesson in pumping iron from personal trainer Brian

Glaspy, who will help manage the new wellness center.
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BY JEANNE ANTOL KRULL

What began as a research project in graduate
school evolved into scientific breakthroughs that
garnered worldwide attention and changed lives.
During a lifetime of studying the Old Order Amish
in central Pennsylvania, professor of psychiatry
and behavioral sciences Janice Egeland, Ph.D.,
discovers the genetic clues behind the mystery 
of bipolar disorder and helps generations of
families cope with the devastating disease.

Siss im blut—German words that mean “it’s in the blood,” used by 

an Amish grandmother to explain the peculiar behavior of manic depressive

disorder among many of her family members—would dramatically change the

course of Janice Egeland’s life. The words were spoken during a picnic in the

early 1960s, when Egeland was a graduate student studying

health behaviors and beliefs of the Amish, and they would

lead her to scientific breakthroughs that put her in the 

company of the top psychiatric geneticists in the world.

More than 40 years later, the Amish are still the center 

of her world. She works among them from the School of

Medicine research offices in central Pennsylvania, sharing the

joys and sorrows that make up a lifetime. Recently she’s turned her attention 

to the children four generations removed from that Amish grandmother. She

remains dedicated to finding a way for science to save these young people 

from the disease that has ravaged their families for generations.



“We are partners in this. We trust her and feel free to call on her as a friend.
When our son first showed signs of manic depression, we couldn’t under-
stand any of it. Then Janice came along and helped us talk about it and
understand that it is something that can be treated.”

— An Amish mother

that leaves Biscayne Bay, but instead of

being from the school of oceanography,

it’ll be from the Department of Psychiatry,

and you’ll go up and be in a cornfield.’

That was 1974 and I’m still here.”

The connection with the Amish has

lasted so long in large part because

Egeland has fiercely protected their priva-

cy and maintained strict research confi-

dentiality. After all these years, the families

were eager to talk about her as long as they

weren’t identified or photographed.

The National Institute of Mental

Health funded the Amish Study from 1976

until 1994. Egeland’s goal was to localize a

gene predisposing individuals to bipolar

affective disorder through a genetic linkage

study of multigenerational families focus-

ing on a few markers. But the NIMH didn’t

want her to stop there; it recommended

that she test every known marker with

blood samples from such ideal pedigrees.

“All of a sudden I was caught in some-

thing that became an incredible leading

edge for this research,” Egeland says. The

first need was to recruit a Pennsylvania-

based Miami team that would grow to

include three staff psychiatrists and 14

employees with a range of skills, including

administrative, computer, even phleboto-

my expertise. The long-term staff with the

program includes psychiatrist Abram

Hostetter, M.D.; Cleona

Allen, senior research asso-

ciate; Susan Gravino, office

manager; and Alma Becker,

phlebotomist.“We have

been miles from Miami,

but we managed to coordi-

nate it all off campus,”

Egeland says.

The research was

exhaustive. The

first several years were

spent delving into the com-

munity, inquiring systemat-

ically about any signs or

symptoms of mental ill-

ness. The investigators conducted extensive

interviews with patients and relatives, as

well as abstracting their medical records

from dozens of psychiatric hospitals and

clinics. This produced a large sample of

well-documented case materials for sub-

jects with various types of mental disor-

ders. A panel of four psychiatrists and a

clinical psychologist reviewed the case

records during a rigorous diagnostic proce-

dure for a confirmation of bipolar disorder.

“You must ensure the accurate diagno-

sis of the disease,” Egeland says.“You can

have all the blood samples you want, but if

you don’t have the correct bipolar diagno-

sis, the rest doesn’t matter.” Only after a

proper diagnosis were the blood samples

drawn. In the end, the team decided to

focus on five large, bipolar pedigrees in

which they could see a pattern of illness

over several generations. One particular

family, which came to be known as

Pedigree 110, eventually put Egeland on

the map.

Often there was no map to follow.

Egeland’s team started out testing all the

conventional markers available at the time.

“It was like looking for a needle in a

haystack. It took us years, and we ended up

being able to rule out markers, but not

being able to rule in anything,” Egeland

recalls.“It was just our good luck that DNA

technology was coming into its own.”

Few medical schools at that time had

laboratories for establishing permanent cell

lines for DNA study. Strategically, the

Amish Study was invited by the Coriell

Institute for Medical Research to submit

blood samples to the National Cell

Repository, where they eventually became a

resource open to the entire scientific com-

munity. In addition, a collaboration was

developed among Egeland’s team,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and

Yale University School of Medicine. Over

the years, the Amish Study created a nation-

wide research network that has involved six

laboratories and 15 different schools of

medicine. Egeland actually holds two visit-

ing professorships: one at the University of

Pennsylvania and the other at the

University of Massachusetts. But Egeland,

as project director, says,“We always speak

in the name of the University of Miami.”

“I don’t remember when we first met

Janice, but she seems to have always been

part of our family. I’m sure it was at a time

we needed her for some of our questions

without answers,” explains one Amish

woman with a strong family history of

manic depressive disorder.

Those questions without answers are

what led to Egeland’s “Genetic and

Epidemiologic Study of Major Affective

Disorders among the Old Order Amish” at

the University of Miami. The research pro-

ject has lasted almost 30 years, covered

eight Amish settlements in central

Pennsylvania, involved five generations of

Amish families—and changed the course

of psychiatric genetics forever. The two

constants over the years: Janice Egeland,

Ph.D., professor of psychiatry and behav-

ioral sciences and professor of epidemiolo-

gy and public health, and her partners in

this exploration, the Old Order Amish.

A s a 28-year-old Ph.D. student at

Yale University, Egeland spent

1962 living with an Amish family to

research health care patterns throughout

the community. During that year,“they had

been telling me about the mental illness in

their family and how it came down over the

generations,” Egeland remembers on a rainy

autumn day, driving across central

Pennsylvania, as she has for decades, to visit

several Amish families.“They were quite

convinced it was heritable, that it was ‘in the

blood.’ I was headed for a career in cancer

research, but that day at the picnic my

whole life changed.”

So began Egeland’s pioneering search

for genetic clues to the origins of manic

depressive disorder.

Manic depressive, or bipolar, disorder

is characterized by episodes of mania and

depression that typically recur and often

become more frequent and severe during 

a lifetime. It’s estimated that more than

2.3 million American adults, or about

1 percent of the population, have a major

mood disorder. Back in the early 1960s,

psychiatry was psychosocial and psychoan-

alytic in nature, with little focus on possible

biological reasons for psychiatric illness.

But that changed in 1969 when a book

about manic depressive illness reported an

association between mood disorders and

two known genetic markers,

for color blindness and a

particular blood group

located on the X chromo-

some. Egeland said,“I’m

going to propose to do this,

get funded, and use large

families to replicate these

markers. The perfect popu-

lation is the Amish.” She

had already published an

extensive genealogy of

Amish-Mennonite pioneer

families and was well-

known in the community.

Egeland is greeted warmly as she arrives

at one family’s home. Even though they are

just one day away from a family wedding,

they are glad to make time for her visit. The

father, who suffers from bipolar disorder,

describes their experience: “This disease has

torn our family apart. I was 17 when my

mother came to me and spoke of not being

able to face the day—I didn’t know what she

was talking about. At the time none of us

knew anything of the illness, but Janice has

changed that.”

Amish families are ideal subjects for

genetic studies for many reasons. Their

population descends from a limited num-

ber of pioneer couples who came to

America primarily in the 1700s, creating a

closed gene pool. Since they are culturally

cut off from the outside world, with essen-

tially no migration into or out of the com-

munity, they can be followed over time

with fewer variables that can complicate

research. Amish have large families and

keep extensive genealogical records on

every member. They also are devoutly reli-

gious, with prohibitions against the use

and abuse of alcohol and drugs, which

often mask the symptoms of manic

depressive disorder.

By the early 1970s, Egeland already

had begun designing a study of psychiatric

genetics among the Amish, and at the time

she was on sabbatical from Penn State

University at the University of Miami

School of Medicine in the Department of

Psychiatry.“The chairman then, Dr. James

Sussex, told me if I could get the funding I

could go north and be a ‘scholar at large.’

He said, ‘You’ll be like a new kind of ship
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Janice Egeland, Ph.D., left, and Cleona Allen review pedigrees that

represent families in the Amish Study.

“I feel so sorry for people who don’t have Janice to
talk to. She tells us this disease isn’t our fault. For 
so long we had to suffer through hearing people
blame the sick person. We know the difference
because of Janice.”
— An Amish woman whose husband and child have bipolar disorder

 



“Janice helped me since I first became ill as a teenager in 1987. And now she’s
looking out for my children. She gives us good suggestions, reminds us how
to deal with the children. A caring friend she is. We worry what will happen
when she doesn’t come by anymore.”

— An Amish man with bipolar disorder 

roidism, and they could then be put on

proper treatment.“The discovery of a gene

for either bipolar disorder or thyroid dis-

ease has an even greater potential given the

latest advances in molecular biology and

opportunities for novel therapeutic inter-

ventions,” says Egeland.

The Amish Study research network has

continued to publish a number of pioneer-

ing articles. A 1996 article in Nature

Genetics was the first to report that manic

depressive disorder is inherited as a com-

plex trait, with genetic markers identified

on three chromosomes. In 1998 a publica-

tion in Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences reported for the first

time the likelihood of a protective gene

that would explain why some members of

a family have bipolar disorder and others

do not but could still pass the disease to

their children.

Early research from the Amish Study

Egeland’s work didn’t stop with the

1987 study. Her team extended

Pedigree 110 to see if they could replicate

their findings on chromosome 11, but that

failed. A 1989 Nature publication reported

the negative findings, but detailed impor-

tant methodologic issues discovered in

that two-year period.“We learned the

importance of following all participants—

the ill to check on the course of illness and

well subjects because some might have

onset with the disorder. And we confirmed

the continued importance of the correct

diagnosis,” Egeland says.“All of these

things affected the results of

genetic analyses for finding

markers.”

Over the past 15 years, the

research has expanded to

include not only the original

Pedigree 110, but three addi-

tional large bipolar pedigrees.

Blood samples from more

than 500 individuals in 

these pedigrees constitute 

a permanent cell collection 

for ongoing genotyping in 

laboratories, particularly at the

University of Massachusetts

School of Medicine.

The search continues not

only to locate a bipolar gene,

but also to track one for

autoimmune thyroid disease.

In a collaborative decade-long

study, J. Maxwell McKenzie, M.D., and

Margita Zakarija, M.D., in the Department

of Medicine have conducted detailed thy-

roid screens for most Amish subjects with

DNA in Egeland’s pedigrees. In the

process, many participants learned their

depressive symptoms were actually being

caused by an undiagnosed hypothy-
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had indicated that “affective” type symp-

toms could be documented in childhood

at least 9 to 12 years before the actual onset

of the illness. This led to a recent focus by

Egeland and colleagues on prodromal or

early symptoms of bipolarity among well

children at high risk.

In 1994 Egeland and colleagues from

UM, Harvard, and Columbia University

started the Child and Adolescent Research

Evaluation (CARE) program. It is a

prospective study of well Amish children

that follows 100 children with a bipolar

parent and 110 children of well parents.

These children represent the fourth 

and fifth generation of families in the 

Amish study.

“I held these children when they were

born, and I knew many of their parents as

children and when they first became ill,”

Egeland says.“We see these children every

summer after school is over, we weigh and

measure them, bring them toys, and then

we conduct structured interviews with their

parents about any worries or concerns.”

The histories of these children were

evaluated blindly by four clinicians for rat-

ings of risk for bipolarity. In a study pub-

lished last year, Egeland’s group found that

twice as many children of bipolar parents

were rated at risk compared to the children

of well parents in a control group. The

researchers concluded that episodic pre-

dictors of the illness may appear in child-

hood, but could go underground until

adolescence or adulthood.

“There’s no real consensus in child

psychiatry about children and bipolar. Are

the signs we are seeing really related to a

conduct disorder or ADHD, rather than

bipolar?” says Jon Shaw, M.D., director of

child psychiatry at the School of Medicine

and a member of the panel that evaluated

the CARE children. Shaw also travels regu-

larly to Pennsylvania to help with the clini-

cal assessments of well children at risk.

“The CARE study will give us the answers

as we see which of these children go on to

present later in life with the illness.”

A s several of his daughters work

in the kitchen preparing dinner,

an Amish man whose wife is bipolar

explains how he sees the disease: “The first

episode of manic depression makes a wide

circle, like a path in the woods—it’s nice and

smooth. With each new episode, the circle

draws closer and the pathway is less smooth.

If the illness is untreated or caught late, the

circling becomes more frequent and you fall

into deeper and darker ruts.” One of his chil-

dren already has symptoms of bipolarity.

In the final years of her career, it is the

children Egeland worries about the most.

“Nothing is as important to me as finding

the funding to keep the CARE and genet-

ics program going and seeing the results so

these children and their children to come

These collaborations paid off in 1987.

In a study published in the journal Nature,

Egeland and her colleagues reported that

they found DNA markers on the short arm

of chromosome 11 that predisposes indi-

viduals to bipolar affective disorders

among 81 members of one large extended

Amish family in Pedigree 110. This was the

first time DNA technology had been used

for the study of a common psychiatric dis-

order.“Our study defined manic depressive

illness as a medical condition, not just a

weakness of a person’s will. This helped

begin to lift the stigma of mental illness

and brought people into treatment.

Psychiatric genetics received increased

media attention and support in 1987,” says

Egeland.

The recognition of Egeland’s break-

through was worldwide. She became the

first woman to receive first prize from the

Anna-Monika Foundation of Germany for

what it called her “brilliant investigation of

a genetic foundation of manic depressive

disease.” During an international confer-

ence on psychiatric genetics, she was sin-

gled out as one of three scientists who

achieved the biggest breakthroughs of the

20th century.

“What she has done is a model for how

you can do scientific research and at the

same time educate and care for those same

people you are studying. She’s helped edu-

cate the community to the point where

they understand and accept bipolar and

mental illness,” says Carl Eisdorfer, Ph.D.,

M.D., chair of the Department of

Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences.

“University-wide we should be fully sup-

portive of what’s going on up there and see

her breakthrough work for what it is, an

investment in human health now and in

the future.”

can have a better life,” she says. It’s with

those children in mind that Egeland is ana-

lyzing data on how the illness first appears,

because that is often the key to how it will

unfold over a lifetime and respond to

treatment.

She says her work may never be done.

“As long as I can still stand on my two

legs, I will be here for these people,”

Egeland says.“I feel so lucky to have had

the opportunity and support to define

research objectives, gather a network of

collaborators, and reach those goals. All

along the way the Amish have been my

partners, not my research subjects.

“The most satisfaction,” she continues,

“comes from knowing people are well who

might not have been, people are alive who

might have committed suicide, and young

people have been treated to hopefully stop

the illness from becoming firmly entren-

ched in a cycling pattern that would keep

them from having a normal life. I feel like 

I made a difference, somewhere, somehow

in their lives. They certainly made a differ-

ence in mine.”

The gratitude flows both ways. One

Amish man with extensive bipolar illness

in his family expresses a sentiment felt

widely in his community: “We wonder

what our life would have been like if Janice

hadn’t come along. To us, Janice and her

life’s work are a miracle.”

Jeanne Antol Krull is director of media 

relations in the Office of Communications 

at the School of Medicine. Illustration by

Stefano Vitale. Photography by Allan Holm

Photography (scenics) and The Penn State

Milton S. Hershey Medical Center College 

of Medicine.

“We know all of our children are well at the present
time. Thanks to Janice we think about manic 
depression in our kids, but we worry less.”

— An Amish man with bipolar disorder

Since 1974 Janice Egeland, Ph.D., center above and in photo at

right, has been living and working in central Pennsylvania. Her

remote UM office includes three staff psychiatrists and 14

employees, including Patricia Heiss, left, and Alma Becker, right.
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When it comes to raising money, golf

has become a big player. No one

knows that better than University of Miami

President Donna E. Shalala. She recently

told Golf Digest magazine that as chancellor

of the University of Wisconsin in 1987, the

trustees recommended taking up golf if she

were going to fundraise effectively.“So I

went to golf school,” Shalala says.“Now as

president of the

University of

Miami, we’ve

announced a

$1 billion cam-

paign. We’ve

already raised

half of it, and I’ve

done a lot of the

fundraising on

the golf course.”

Several pro-

grams at the

School of Med-

icine have a long

tradition linking them to the links when it

comes to fundraising. For example, The

Buoniconti Fund, the national fundraising

arm of The Miami Project to Cure

Paralysis, has perfected the celebrity event.

Film and sports legends who took part in

the Roger King Annual Celebrity Golf

Tournament in Atlantic City last 

summer raised nearly $1 million for spinal

cord injury research.

South Florida golfing legend Jack

Nicklaus is doing his part to help cure

paralysis. For the second year in a row, he

sponsored a celebrity tournament at The

Bear’s Club, his magnificent world-class

home course in Jupiter, Florida. So far the

event has raised more than $1 million.

“Jack Nicklaus joins us in our goal of see-

ing millions around the world rise from

their wheelchairs and walk again,” says

Nick Buoniconti, co-founder of The Miami

Project and member of the University’s

board of trustees.“We are grateful for his

friendship and his home course.”

SYLVESTER FOUNDATION MAKES LEAD CAMPAIGN GIFT

Conquering Cancer

Investing in Ourselves

had been raised from senior leadership, clin-
ical chairs, and center directors.

John G. Clarkson, M.D. ’68, senior vice
president for medical affairs and dean of
the School of Medicine, challenged the fac-
ulty to help transform the school “from
good to great.” He reminded the audience,
“Fifty years ago we began the dream. Today,
we are uniquely positioned to take this
extraordinary leap into the forefront of
medical excellence—nationally and world-
wide.”

Bernard J. Fogel, M.D. ’61, dean emeritus
and campaign co-chair, observed, “The med-
ical school faculty are the most giving of
any group of people, whether it be time,

compassion, or empathy. The symbolic
nature of a financial gift simply reinforces
the behavioral pattern of this commitment
to the next level.”

Michael Lewis, M.D., speaker of the
Faculty Council, added, “Faculty participation
is a sign of investment and faith in the
University. It is an expression of the faculty’s
dedication to the mission of the school and
faith in the leadership to achieve its goals.”

While the campaign’s success is often
judged by attainment of the monetary goal,
another critical measure is the level of par-
ticipation. The faculty campaign’s goal is 100
percent participation. Michael Foden, execu-
tive director of annual giving and campaign
liaison, says, “As we visit with philan-
thropists, corporations, and foundations
that we hope partner in our success, having
100 percent faculty participation sends a
very loud and positive message.”

This year marked

the eighth annual ALS

Golf Classic to benefit

the UM ALS Research

Foundation. The tour-

nament was started by

the late Jose Perez, a

patient with Amyo-

trophic Lateral Sclerosis

or Lou Gehrig’s disease. He developed the

golf outing as a way to increase awareness

and research funds for the disease that later

took his life after a ten-year battle. Since its

inception, the tournament has raised close

to $1 million for ALS research in the

Department of Neurology.

The Department of Pediatrics is also

on the golf circuit. This year the depart-

ment held its Third Annual Children’s

Million-Dollar Celebrity Golf Classic spon-

sored by the Batchelor Foundation. The

two-day event at the Doral Golf Resort and

Spa featured a million-dollar hole-in-one

contest (unfortunately, no one won). In just

three years, the tournament has brought in

nearly $1 million.

The University of Miami

Sylvester Comprehensive

Cancer Center has a bold

vision—to join the ranks of the

best cancer centers in the world.

That vision inspired the official

launch of UM/Sylvester’s

$137 million campaign at the

Milhous Museum in Boca

Raton. The ambitious drive is

part of the University’s compre-

hensive fundraising initiative,

Momentum: The Campaign for

the University of Miami.

“Through the generosity

and dedicated work of thou-

sands of donors, we will be able

to expand our research pro-

grams to new frontiers, recruit

world-renowned physicians and

scientists, enhance facilities, and

most importantly, offer new

hope to cancer patients and

their families,” UM/Sylvester

director W. Jarrard Goodwin,

M.D., told donors and friends

gathered at the museum.

A lead campaign gift of

$11.5 million from the

Harcourt M. and Virginia

W. Sylvester Foundation was

recognized at the event. The

latest donation brings the

Sylvester family’s total giving to

UM to $50 million and makes

them members of the newly

formed Millennium Society,

which honors those who have

contributed $50 million or

more to the University. It was

the Sylvesters’ generosity that

created the cancer center, which

opened its doors in 1992.

Since then UM/Sylvester

has become a world-class insti-

tution, paving the way to multi-

disciplinary research

and patient care. Jayne

Malfitano, daughter of

Harcourt Sylvester, Jr.,
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Shopping for a Cause

On any given day, the Festival
Marketplace in Pompano Beach is

crammed with shoppers prowling its
400,000 square feet looking for the best
buys. But last November, when the owners
and mall merchants celebrated the cen-
ter’s 12th anniversary, they weren’t think-
ing about themselves. Instead the
celebration turned into a fundraiser for
multiple sclerosis research in the School of
Medicine’s Department of Neurology.

Daniel and Leslee Shooster, owners of
Festival Marketplace, got the mall merchants and other vendors to donate items such as
jewelry, digital cameras, original artwork, and even vacations. The merchandise was put
on the block for silent and live auctions during the anniversary celebration. When the
bidding was over, more than $70,000 was raised for MS.

The University of Miami School of
Medicine launched its faculty campaign

during an open house in January following
groundbreaking ceremonies for the clinical
research building and wellness center.
Faculty members learned that $1.8 million

Campaign co-chair Bernard J. Fogel, M.D., helps

kick off the medical faculty campaign.

Walter Bradley, D.M., F.R.C.P., left, and William

Sheremata, M.D., right, of the Department of

Neurology with Daniel and Leslee Shooster,

second from left and center, and Leah

Sheremata.

Clockwise from left, Jack

Nicklaus, Nick Buoniconti,

Barbara Nicklaus, and

Marc Buoniconti.

says,“My father feels a great

connection with all the peo-

ple he comes in contact with

at UM/Sylvester, and that

inspires him to do more. He

has always been so understat-

ed; he just wants to make a

difference.”The late Jose Perez

From left, Dean John G. Clarkson, M.D., chairman

of the Department of Pediatrics Steven E.

Lipshultz, M.D., Jon Batchelor of the Batchelor

Foundation, Inc., President Donna E. Shalala, and

golf tournament chairman Jeffrey Safchik.

GOLF IS A WINNING FUNDRAISING STRATEGY

Fore! A Good Cause

Harcourt Sylvester, Jr.,

center foreground, and his

daughters Jayne Malfitano,

left, and Laura Cameron,

right, joined W. Jarrard

Goodwin, M.D., at the

Milhous Museum in Boca

Raton, where UM/Sylvester

launched its $137 million

fundraising campaign.
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Bascom Palmer Eye

Institute has long been

recognized as a leader in oph-

thalmic education, research,

and patient care. The institute

continues to be rated as one of

the nation’s best ophthalmic

hospitals by board-certified

doctors across the United

States. A major reason for this

international reputation is the

support of Bascom Palmer

donors, a few of whom are rec-

ognized here for their tremen-

dous generosity.

Lorheta (Lou) Higgins was

an exceptional woman with an

extraordinary dream—that

others not suffer from eye dis-

ease or vision disorders. The

Fort Lauderdale resident ful-

filled that dream by leaving

$3.3 million to Bascom Palmer

in her will. As a result of her

generosity, The Lou Higgins

Endowed Chair was established.

Born in 1911, her career as

an investor led her to support a

number of education and med-

ical charities. As a longtime

friend of Bascom Palmer, she

was grateful for the quality of

ophthalmic care and service

she received. Her exemplary

gift ensures that the treatment

and research at Bascom Palmer

will be available to others and

serve as an everlasting tribute

to Lou Higgins’s dream.

Dora Bak was a well-

known West Palm Beach phil-

anthropist and painter who left

a legacy of generosity when she

died last December at 88.

Following a lifetime of giving

to numerous charities, includ-

ing Bascom Palmer, Bak

increased her donations during

the last months of her life. Her

wish was to enjoy seeing the

fruits of her philanthropy.

Through her estate, she provid-

ed a $500,000 gift to support

vision research.

And to further the ground-

breaking work done by physi-

Steingers Support Research to Cure Paralysis

Jack Sanders Makes a Career of Rural Medicine

If you travel to the town of Graceville in the
Florida panhandle, chances are you’ll meet

someone who knows Jack Sanders, M.D. ’57.
After all, “Dr. Jack” delivered 1,500 babies in the
small rural community. Unfortunately, the ris-
ing cost of malpractice insurance forced him to
give up that part of his practice in 1986.

Today Sanders is actively involved in his gen-
eral medical practice, not only helping people
but also meeting the challenges of providing
health care in a rural area.

“The fact that this is where I grew up makes
my practice even more satisfying,” Sanders
explains. “But I don’t look at what I do as being
just a physician. We face the challenge of keep-
ing our local hospital
going and growing.”

Graceville (popula-
tion 2,400) is trying to
expand its economic
base and attract new
business. According to Sanders, medical care
provides an important foundation for commu-
nity expansion. “Business is attracted to areas
that can provide certain amenities such as
schools and hospitals,” he says. “Having a hos-

pital, nursing home, and associated businesses
such as drugstores is a major plus in develop-
ing the area and providing jobs.”

From an
early age it was
apparent that
Sanders loved 
a challenge.
“I always
believed that
if somebody
else could 
deliver a baby,
repair a hernia,
take out a gall-

bladder, or perform an appendectomy, then 
so could I,” he says. “I think that philosophy 
has helped shape my career. After all, we 
didn’t have the luxury of having specialists
close by.”

RANDS CONTRIBUTE $1 MILLION FOR DIABETES RESEARCH

Commitment to a Cure

Babies cry all the time.” That’s what sev-

eral pediatricians told Deborah and

William J. Rand, M.D., about their one-

year-old son David. But despite the pedia-

trician’s reassurance, they knew something

was definitely wrong with David. They

insisted on a blood test, and the resulting

glucose reading of 325 confirmed the baby

had type 1 diabetes.

Seeking to find answers to David’s situ-

ation, the family became actively involved

with the Diabetes Research Institute

Foundation. The foundation’s sole mission

is to support the Diabetes Research

Institute at the University of Miami School

of Medicine.“Here was a group of people

who loved their children and didn’t just sit

back and feel sorry for themselves,”

recalls Deborah Rand.“Everyone

we met was totally committed to

the DRI’s mission and would stop 

at nothing to find a cure for this

disease.”

Leading by example, the Rand

family recently donated $1 million

to the Diabetes Research Institute

Foundation. William Rand, founder

of the Rand Eye Institute in

Pompano Beach, Florida, directed

their gift to support islet cell trans-

plantation research, the procedure

that has already freed more than

100 patients of insulin injections.

William Rand has served on the foun-

dation’s board of directors since 1990 and

is now chairman of the Florida regional

board and vice chairman of the national

board. He is passionate in his belief that

with increased financial support, the DRI

will be able to cure his son and millions of

other people who suffer from diabetes.

“Debbie and I hope that by supporting the

DRI, we will inspire others to do the same.

It is no longer a matter of time, only dol-

lars. We can cut in half the time that it will

take to make diabetes a disease of the past,”

he says.

“For the past 17 years we have had a

wonderful relationship with the DRI,”

adds Deborah Rand.“They have become

such a large part of our lives, and we’re 

so grateful to be a part of such a great

endeavor.”

Today, David Rand is completing his

first year of the accelerated six-year com-

bined medical program at the University 

of Miami. His sister, Allison, is finishing

her fourth year of the six-year program.

“The University of Miami is like our

family,” Deborah Rand says. “We know that

great medical progress and ultimately the

cure for diabetes will come from here.”

With their recent $1 million gift, William and Deborah

Rand emphasize their belief that increased financial

support will enable the DRI to cure diabetes.

cians and scientists at Bascom

Palmer Eye Institute, broad-

casting industry leader Milton

Maltz and his wife, Tamar, have

created the Maltz Family

Endowment for Glaucoma

Research through their gener-

ous $500,000 gift. The donation

will support the initiatives of

David Greenfield, M.D., who

conducts research in optic disc

and retinal nerve fiber imaging,

normal-tension glaucoma, and

complex glaucoma filtration

surgery.
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“I always believed that if somebody else could deliver a

baby, repair a hernia, take out a gallbladder, or perform

an appendectomy, then so could I.”

SUSTAINING BASCOM PALMER’S LEADERSHIP

Donors with a Vision

Diana and Joel Steinger have always believed in the adage that the value of a person
is in what they give, not in what they receive. The Miami Project to Cure Paralysis

has received an extraordinary gift from the well-known South Florida philanthropists.
The Steingers’ gift will support the scientific research of Vance Lemmon, Ph.D., and

John Bixby, Ph.D. Lemmon’s research focuses on how molecules influence the way axons
are guided across long distances to their proper targets. Bixby’s research centers on gain-
ing a better understanding of how axons grow and affect the formation and mainte-
nance of specific nerve connections. This is critical in developing a more complete
understanding of nerve cell regeneration after injury.

According to the Steingers, “After the problem hit close to home, we educated our-
selves about spinal cord injury research and found The Miami Project at the University of
Miami. We are proud to support Dr. Barth Green’s
research team, and we strongly believe in contributing
to a cause that will help people worldwide who cur-
rently suffer from paralysis. That would truly be an
extraordinary gift to receive.”

In recognition of the Steingers’ philanthropy, the
fourth floor of the Lois Pope LIFE Center will be named
the Diana and Joel Steinger Fourth Floor for Scientific
Research.

“
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ing in the Winter Haven area.

Last year she dropped her

obstetrics practice because of

high malpractice insurance

rates.

Mukund Komanduri, M.D. ’89,

is entering his tenth year of

practice in the Joliet, Illinois,

area.

Rita Fitzpatrick Reik, M.D. ’89,

currently serves as senior med-

ical officer for the American

Red Cross Biomedical Services

in Washington, D.C. She is

planning to take a year off to

pursue her M.B.A. degree.

1990s
David Ede, M.D. ’90, was recent-

ly elected chief of the Depart-

ment of Orthopaedics at

Charleston Area Medical

Center in West Virginia.

Paul H. Ting, M.D. ’92, is assis-

tant professor of anesthesiolo-

gy at the University of Virginia.

He was selected Teacher of the

Year within his department. He

also was appointed as co-med-

ical director of the Virginia

Ambulatory Surgery Center.

Karen Laszlo Keller, M.D. ’94, is

a full-time partner in a derma-

tology practice in Burlingame,

California.

David Young, M.D. ’94, is an

assistant professor of anesthesi-

ology at Baylor College of

Medicine at Texas Children’s

Hospital.

Christine Shim, M.D. ’96, is

medical director of Way to

Wellness Acupuncture Center

in Boynton Beach, Florida.

Robert H. Dudley, M.D. ’97, is

chairman of family medicine at

Bethesda Memorial Hospital in

Delray Beach, Florida.

Adam J. Ball, M.D. ’99, is chief

resident in urology at Jackson

Memorial Hospital in Miami.

He recently was awarded a fel-

lowship in laparoscopy/endo-

urology/robotic surgery at

Eastern Virginia Medical

School in Norfolk, Virginia.

Sherri Orezzoli, M.D. ’99, is in

her second year as a family

physician in Sunbury,

Pennsylvania.

Jorge Luis Sotelo, M.D. ’99,

received a fellowship in neuro-

psychiatry at Dartmouth

Hitchcock Medical Center 

and Concord New Hampshire

Hospitals.

Thomas Flipse Follows a Call to Duty

Students with their eyes on a medical edu-
cation sometimes see the U.S. armed

forces as a way to exchange a couple of years
of time for some expensive tuition. Navy
Commander Thomas R. Flipse, M.D. ’85, saw
things the other way around.

“It’s sort of a sense
of obligation and a
patriotic duty,” says
Flipse.

He was eight years
beyond medical school
and 34 years old when
he joined the Navy. But
he still had to explain it to his mom.

“This envelope arrived from the U.S.
Department of the Navy,” recalls his mother,
Ann Flipse, M.D., director of the School of
Medicine’s Office of Teaching and Learning. “I
called him up and asked if there was some-
thing he forgot to tell me. There was this long,
bad pause.”

“I was trying to figure out what scandal it
was,” her son says. “Had I forgotten Mother’s
Day or something?” Says Mom, “I actually
thought that if I lived long enough, I would 
simply become good friends with my children.
I’m now on my 161st year, cumulative, of 
worrying.”

1960s
David J. Singer, M.D. ’64, was

elected chairman of the

Department of Surgery at

Aspen Valley Hospital in

Aspen, Colorado.

Trisha Rothenberg Roth, M.D.

’69, was elected chair of sub-

stance abuse for the American

Academy of Pediatrics for Los

Angeles County and the six

surrounding metro-county

areas.

1970s
Kenneth J. Garrison, M.D. ’73,

moved his general surgery

practice to Wisconsin after

practicing for 22 years in

Placerville, California.

William Ditkowsky, M.D. ’74, is

a board certified otolaryngolo-

gist and a partner in South

Florida ENT Associates. He is

past president of the medical

staff at Jackson South Com-

munity Hospital and serves 

on the voluntary faculty of the

Department of Otolaryngology

at the University of Miami.

George Makol, M.D. ’74, prac-

tices in allergy and immunolo-

gy in Tucson, Arizona. He just

completed a term as president

of the Arizona Allergy &

Asthma Society.

William Ritter, M.D. ’77, is in

his 24th year of practice in

Stuart, Florida. He recently had

a medical vignette published in

Placebo Journal.

Scott Aaronson, M.D. ’78, has

been practicing plastic surgery

in Palm Springs, California, for

the past two decades.

Anne Rompalo, M.D. ’79, is pro-

fessor of medicine, OB/GYN

and epidemiology, at the Johns

Hopkins School of Medicine.

Her research focuses on the

epidemiology, pathogenesis,

and treatment of sexually

transmitted diseases.

1980s
Sigmund C. Norr, M.D. ’80, has

been a pediatrician for the past

18 years with Kaiser

Permanente in Cleveland,

Ohio. He recently stepped

down as chief of Pediatric and

Adolescent Medicine to run the

Alcohol Chemical Dependency

department.

Charles M. Hodges, M.D. ’84, is

the medical director for the

inpatient medical service at

Raleigh Community Hospital,

part of the Duke University

Medical System.

Alan Nastir, M.D. ’84, practices

anesthesiology in Tampa,

Florida. For the past three

years, he has been involved in

creating Millennium

Anesthesia Care, P.A., one of

the largest anesthesia groups in

Florida.

Patricia Morris Fearing, M.D.

’85, opened her own OB/GYN

practice in Gainesville, Florida,

in summer 2002 after practic-

Thomas Flipse joined as a reservist in 1993,
but being a reservist took on a whole new
meaning with the conflicts overseas. One year
ago, he was deployed to the Middle East as a
flight surgeon for a
combat helicopter

squadron. He has three
certifications in the
Navy: aviation medi-
cine, cardiovascular dis-
ease, and internal medicine. He’s responsible for
the general health and readiness of the whole
squadron. In civilian life, he is a cardiac electro-
physiologist at the Mayo Clinic in Jacksonville.
He recently returned to the U.S.

His University of Miami connections extend
back for generations: He is the son of Thomas 
E. Flipse, class of ’57, and his grandfather,
Matthew J. Flipse, M.D., was one of the 
community physicians who helped found the
School of Medicine.

We Want to Hear from You

One year ago, he was deployed to the

Middle East as a flight surgeon for a

combat helicopter squadron. He’s

responsible for the general health

and readiness of the whole squadron.

We welcome your letters

and e-mails about stories

in University of Miami Medicine

magazine. Plus, we want to know

about other topics that might be

of interest to our alumni, faculty,

and friends. We will include as

many letters as possible in future

issues of Medicine.

All letters must be signed,

and they may be edited for clarity and space.

ADDRESS LETTERS TO: Robyn Nissim

Miami Medicine magazine

1149A RMSB

P.O. Box 016960 (M-804)

Miami, Florida 33101

E-mail: rnissim@med.miami.edu
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Custom LASIK. 
The latest advancement at Bascom Palmer. 

Once again Bascom Palmer sets a new standard in laser eye correction. Introducing Custom LASIK. Bascom Palmer

was one of only six centers in the U.S.that conducted clinical trials for this exciting new procedure. Custom LASIK provides

a detailed fingerprint of your cornea, allowing us to actually treat individual optical aberrations. The results are truly 

amazing: 98% of patients enjoy 20/20 vision or better. And 70% attain an astounding 20/16 or better. Just what you’d

expect from Bascom Palmer, once again ranked among the best in the nation by U.S. News & World Report. For a 

no-obligation  evaluation, please give us a call. Custom LASIK. As individual as you are. www.bascompalmer.org

(305) 326-6575 - 900 NW 17th Street, Miami, FL   
(561) 515-1525 - 7108 Fairway Drive, Palm Beach Gardens, FL

Bascom Palmer Eye Institute is
a  valued part of the University
of Miami School of Medicine.
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One-of-a-Kind Humanitarian

IN MEMORIAM g JAY W. WEISS g 1927-2004

The School of Medicine

lost one of its best friends

when philanthropist Jay

W. Weiss died at his Bal Harbour

home on January 31, following a 

ten-month battle with lung cancer.

Weiss devoted much of his life to

championing the cause of public

health, while at the same time

building Southern Wine & Spirits

into the country’s largest liquor distributor.

Overall, Weiss raised more than $150 million for UM, including millions

in his own special contributions. He served on the University’s Board of

Trustees, was a former chairman of the Miami-Dade County Public Health

Trust, which oversees Jackson Memorial Hospital, and he was instrumental

in getting voters to pass the half-penny sales tax in 1991 to support

Jackson. Weiss was 76.

Below are excerpts from two of the tributes to Weiss during his funeral.

Remarks by Gerard Kaiser, M.D., executive

vice president, chief medical officer, and 

chief operating officer, Jackson Memorial

Hospital:

“Jay was a man for all seasons. He

mixed easily with kings and kingmakers,

presidents and politicians, captains of

industry and captains of government,

and the boys from Brooklyn. He never lost

the common touch—his counsel was

always wise, thoughtful, honest, fair, and

direct. He was persistent, even tenacious—

his guiding principles were love of

family and love of his fellow man. He was 

a role model for the merchant prince and 

humanitarian. I believe one of Jay’s 

proudest possessions is the doctor’s white

coat he was given several years ago by 

the School of Medicine. His interests in

medicine and health care were so extensive

that he was the model generalist—so much

so that I told him he would not be eligible

for his board in any one specialty, but 

only a splinter.”

Philanthropist Jay W.

Weiss, longtime 

University benefactor,

raised more than 

$150 million for UM

before his death 

earlier this year.Ph
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Remarks by Bernard J. Fogel, M.D. ’61,

dean emeritus, School of Medicine:

“All of us have been extremely fortu-

nate and blessed to have been touched by

Jay’s compassion, generosity, honesty, and

exemplary deeds. Equally important was

his unique ability to elevate each and every

one of us, as well as the institutions he

loved, to a much higher level. Jay is truly

one of a kind—the very best. During 

the last weeks and days as his physical

strength deteriorated, his passion for 

the School of Medicine became even

greater. He spoke with leaders in the state

legislature about important bills that 

would be considered in upcoming 

sessions. As chair of the

School of Medicine’s

capital campaign, he

was on the phone daily

with us about prospects

and proposals. He

worried about every

issue that affected

the school. There

is much more to

be done and

always will be,

but I can assure

you that all of us

who loved him and

are so grateful to

him will make 

certain that it is 

finished as he would

have wanted it done.”

W. Jarrard Goodwin, M.D., right, observes as Iron

Arrow chief Adam Blomberg taps Jay Weiss into the

Iron Arrow Honor Society.
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MEDIC INE
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  M I A M I

s t r o n g  m e d i c i n e
The University of Miami School of

Medicine is the nucleus of one of 

the largest and busiest academic 

medical centers in the nation. Much

more than the sum of its parts, the

school thrives on the synergy of its

interrelated centers and institutes—

each impressive in its own right. 

That means our patients benefit from 

the expertise of some of the most 

talented physicians and physician-

scientists in the world. In labs, clinics,

and classrooms across our campus,

amazing discoveries are made each 

day. Discoveries that will cure 

diseases, ensure new treatments, 

and ease human suffering. 

That’s strong medicine.

The School of Medicine’s success depends on the generosity of friends like you. 

For more information on how you can help, please call 305-243-6256. www.med.miami.edu




